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There are thousands of window film dealers in the country, but
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Dealer network. They were selected because of their ability
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to offer quality work, their extensive product knowledge and
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their ability to serve their customers to the highest standards.
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Until recently, most window films
that rejected heat were tinted dark,
used metal or were highly reflective.
The Prestige Series arc the first films
to offer a variety of selections that
perform to the industry's highest
standards.
With Prestige Series, your home's
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exterior stays beautiful, ilnd from the
interior, your view is as clear as your
original window.

CLEARLY

No one has more experience with window films than 3M.
In 1966, we received the first palent for window lilm. Today
there arc millions of
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of 3M Window Films installed

all .around the world. With these films. we have ollce again
dClllollslralc:d why we arc lhe industry leader.
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Unlike traditional window films that tend to act like mirrors,
this collection of four window films have substantially
reduced reflectivity. Two of our styles of window films
actually have less interior reflectivity than the glass they
cover. The other styles have interior reflectivity that is just
I % greater than glass. So. at night, you'll have a clear view

We created a more stringent specification for the

out your windows. Your windows will only relleet your

performance of these films: Total Solar Energy Rejectcd

commitment to keeping your home looking beautiful.

- On Angle. It proves that our films are unsurpassed
throughout the day and especially during the hottest
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times when you need the help most. Some films that may

DAY.

claim similar perfonnancc arc only comparable when

For most people, there are two primary reasons for installing

lested perpendicular to the sun, which only happens at Ihc

window f1Ims: rejecting heat to increase comfort and fade

relatively cool times of sunrise and sunset. So, when the

protection from damaging UV rays. Our spectrally-selective

sun is working hardest. our films are perfonning their best.

films reject up to 97% of the sun's infrarcd light to help
keep your home cool. your energy bills lower and your

3M Prestige Window Films are designed to reduce the

furnishings beautiful.

effects of solar heat and visible light on your furnishings
and will block up to 99.9% of the sun's harmful UV rays,
which are the single largest cause of fading.
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Creating a clear window film with all these advantages
wasn't easy. It required the world-leading, nano-techllolog~
laboratories of 3M. This expertise allows us to create a
patented window film with hundreds of layers that is less
than the thickness of a Post-it@ Note. lt has allowed us to

create a film that delivers the highest performance possihh.:
All window films are
tested perpendicular
to the window.

Prestige Series Films are
also tested and perform best
when the sun is high at the
hottest parts of the day.

without metal. which can corrode and interfere with
mobile phone signals.

